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Abstract

There is a diversity of functional genomics data, such as
gene expression data from microarray experiments, pheno-
typic data from gene deletion experiments, protein-protein
interaction data, and data from manually curated databases
of gene function. Each data source finds certain types of
relationships between genes and misses other types of rela-
tionships. A method that can combine multiple data sources
might then be able to uncover more relationships than a
method that depends on a single data source. This paper
presents a method that uses an iterative Bayesian updat-
ing technique to combine data from multiple sources, rep-
resented as undirected weighted graphs, in order to esti-
mate the probability that a gene is part of a given biological
pathway. This method improves performance over a simple
neighbor based approach for several well characterized bi-
ological pathways.

1 Data

This study uses microarray based gene expression data
and data from protein interaction experiments to create two
undirected weighted graphs, denoted by the abbreviations
GEN (Gene Expression Network) and PIN (Protein Interac-
tion Network), respectively. The vertices of these graphs are
metagenes, or collections of genes from multiple species
that are inferred to have functional similarity based on se-
quence similarity as determined by BLAST [1]. The GEN
connects a pair of metagenes with an edge if the correla-
tion between the expression profiles of the corresponding
genes over thousands of microarray experiments is higher
than expected by chance. The weight placed on the edge is�������
	����� where � is the ��� value of chance correlation be-
tween the expression profiles. For more information about
the GEN and its construction, see [5]. The PIN takes pro-

tein interactions from the GRID database for yeast (Sac-
charomyces cerevisiae), fly (Drosophila melanogaster), and
worm (Caenorhabditis elegans) [2] and from the Vidal lab
[4] and DIP [6] for additional interactions in worm. The
weight placed on an edge in the PIN is the number of
species in which the protein interaction has been detected in
a high-throughput assay. The GEN and PIN consist, respec-
tively, of � ������� and � ������� vertices and ��������� � and �����������
edges, with � �"!�# � vertices and ����� edges in common.

The biological pathways tested in this study are the Cell
cycle, Oxidative phosphorylation, Proteasome, and Ribo-
some pathways from the KEGG database [3], consisting
of �����"! ��� � ��� and $ � metagenes, respectively, in the GEN.
The study also uses “Random” pathways ��! Random,!%� Random, #%! Random, and ����� Random, created by ran-
domly picking ��!��&!����"#�! � and ����� metagenes, respectively,
from the GEN.

2 Methods

2.1 A Simple Neighbor Based Method

If the data sources above contain functional information,
then it would be reasonable to expect that a metagene ' is
more likely to belong to a pathway ( if a high percentage of
its neighbors )+* are in the pathway. This leads to a straight-
forward criterion that classifies ' as belonging to ( if

, 	 ' .-0/21%3�46587:9<; * 1
/=1�3�7>9 ; * 1

?A@ �

where ; * 1 is the weight of the edge from ' to B and @ is a
predefined cutoff value. This method generalizes in a nat-
ural way to more than one weighted graph by classifying' as belonging to ( if and only if ' satisfies the criterion
above in every graph where ' is a vertex. This algorithm is
implemented on the GEN and on the GEN together with the



PIN. The Results and Conclusions section compares cross
validation results from both methods.

2.2 An Iterative Bayesian Updating Method

Suppose that CED ��F�F�F�� CHG are weighted graphs with ver-
tices I 	 CKJ �� and designate one graph CKL as the reference
graph. This graph should be the most complete of the
graphs, and all or almost all of the vertices in the pathway
should be in C LNM For the implementation for this paper, C L
is the GEN. Let ( be the pathway and denote by �6	 ' �� )PO6Q* �
and ; O�Q* 1 the probability that 'SRTCKL is in ( � the set of
neighbors of ' in CKJ � and the weight of the edge from ' to B
in CHJ � respectively. The symbol U refers to the number of
elements of a set. The following is a high level description
of the algorithm.

1. For each 'VR�C L � initialize

�:	 ' .-W�X� UEI 	 CHL >� UE(
UYI 	 C L  UE(

if ' is in the initial list, and �6	 ' Z-[�]\ UYI 	 C L  other-
wise. This prior reflects a high, but not absolute, level
of confidence in the original pathway assignments, and
is chosen so that the expected number of pathway ele-
ments before the first iteration is UE( M

2. Repeat ^ times:

(a) For each graph C J and each vertex '_R`C J%a C L �
calculate the following score functions, which
are essentially the weighted averages of the prob-
abilities of the neighbors of ' in CKJ that are also
in CHL M

, O�Q 	 ' b- / 1�3�7Xc Q9 5 O6d ; O�Q* 1 �6	 ' 
/ 1�3�7 c Q9 5 O:d ; O�Q* 1

M

(b) For each graph CKJ � construct a positive distribu-
tion �6	 , O Q 	 ' fe 'gRh(  and a negative distribu-
tion �:	 , O Q 	 ' Ne 'jiRk(  by considering ' as �:	 ' 
positive examples and �8�b�:	 '  negative examples
for each '_R`C J�a C LNM

(c) Use the Naı̈ve Bayes assumption together with
the positive and negative distributions to update�:	 '  for each 'VRlC LNM

3 Results and Conclusions

The two major performance indicators for both methods
are the recall, which is the percentage of pathway meta-
genes that are classified as being in the pathway, and the

Figure 1. Optimal recall and precision for the
simple neighbor based method and the itera-
tive Bayesian updating method.

Optimal Recall for the Simple Neighbor Based Method vs  the 
Bayesian Update Method
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Optimal Precision for the Simple Neighbor Based Method vs the 
Bayesian Update Method
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precision, which is the percentage of positively classified
genes that are in the pathway. The following bar graph gives
recall and precision results for both methods. The itera-
tive Bayesian updating method using just the GEN displays
modest improvement in both recall and precision over the
simple neighbor based method using just the GEN. When
the PIN is added, the precision of the iterative Bayesian
updating improves dramatically with a small cost in re-
call, while the performance of the simple neighbor based
method degrades. The probabilistic framework of the itera-
tive Bayesian method give it the flexibility to integrate mul-
tiple data sources, while the rigid “and” logic of the simple
neighbor based method makes it less adaptable.
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